Disney Discover

Each year, Walt Disney Imagineering hosts a design competition with the sole purpose of inspiring creativity and innovation in undergraduate students. This year’s project competition challenged students to design and develop an innovative attraction that takes what Disney does best and apply it to transportation within a major city.

The *Disney Discover* is a one-of-a-kind vessel that utilizes hydraulic lifts, interactive screens and virtual technologies to transport Guests through time and space as they take part in a research mission led by Dr. Kira Nova. Capitalizing on the New York City skyline, the *Disney Discover* travels along the Hudson River to unveil an electrifying look into another world. The vessel itself employs unique naval architecture and integrated marine systems to provide energy-efficient transportation from portal to portal. As Guests travel alongside the skyline in their own personalized P.O.D.S., they will collect information about the parallel universe whose images have been intertwined with our own, all while exploring the rich and captivating culture, history, and diversity of New York City.